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Abstract. This study investigates the velocity profile for both a virgin carbon fiber reinforced plastic (v-CFRP) and a
reused fiber CFRP (rf-CFRP) which exhibit quasi-isotropy; all samples have 3 iterations of symmetry type [0, -45, +45,
90]s. An isotropic virgin CFRP (v-CFRP), produced by using a hand layup process, is presented along with a pyrolysis
recycling process (at 600oC) designed to extract the carbon fibers. A virgin carbon fiber mat with a similar architecture
was also thermally conditioned under the same pyrolysis conditions. Both resultant carbon fiber mats were used to
produce the rf-CFRPs. Ultrasonic wave velocities at different angles of incidence for both v-CFRP and rf-CFRP were
recorded. In the case of v-CFRP, two samples were studied and it was recorded that the velocity for both a longitudinal
wave and transverse wave remained relatively constant up until these waves completely attenuated at observed angles,
indicating what would be expected from an isotropic sample. A close relationship in terms of waves speed was also
recorded for the two v-CFRP samples. In the case of rf-CFRP, the longitudinal wave velocities were generally less
closely related when compared to the v-CFRP, with a maximum of approximately 32% difference being recorded. The
transverse wave velocity was also found to decrease incident angle indicating sample anisotropy. The authors suggest
that the more severe decreasing velocity with increasing incident angle, when compared to v-CFRP, may be caused by
resin impregnation issues and not by changes that occur during the recycling process. Therefore, a hypothesis that both
the rf-CFRP and the V-CFRP will return a similar wave profile given an identical resin fiber content is put forward.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The study of bulk wave propagation via immersion based ultrasonic velocity measurements has received
significant attention within literature, with areas such as frequency selection, the anisotropy of the sample, sample
rotation, wave direction, symmetry plane analysis, critical angle evaluation, group velocity wave deviation all being
investigated [1–6]. However, almost all literature is concerned with v-CFRP only; no literature to the authors’
knowledge exists which investigates if bulk wave propagation follows the same pattern of wave propagation when
propagating in rf-CFRP - CFRP manufactured using fibers from a virgin CFRP that has undergone a recycling
process [7]. Note this material is also commonly referred to as recycled CFRP in literature [8–12].
This work will seek to investigate this area and conduct wave velocity measurements on quasi-isotropic
CFRP with 3 iterations of layup [0, -45, +45, 90]s. First, an identification as to why wave velocity measurements are
conducted is put forward. Following this, an experimental section outlining the composite creation process for both
v-CFRP and rf-CFRP is documented along with like for like ultrasonic wave propagation analysis on both v-CFRP
and rf-CFRP. Lastly, a discussion section evaluating the results obtained for rf-CFRP and v-CFRP is presented
alongside a conclusion.

1.1 Relationship Between Velocity and Elastic Constants
Typically when determining material properties such as ultimate tensile strength, Young’s modulus, shear
Modulus and Poisson ratio the experiments tend to be destructive and often require particular shaped parts [10,13].
These material parameters all depend on the elastic constants of a material, which through wave propagation are
able to be determined non-destructively. Consequently elastic wave propagation is and has been for some time a
common method to determine the elastic constants of materials; the relationship between the phase velocity and the
elastic constants is through the Christoffel equation [1–3,5,6,14–18].
For propagation in an isotropic material, noting that the composite used in this research is quasi-isotropic,
equations 1-3 outline phase velocity elastic constant relationships.

vx = C44 /r

(1)

vy = C44 /r

(2)

vz = C11/r

(3)

Where, the subscript x, y or z, identifies the direction of wave polarization for waves propagating in given
direction. The symbol ρ is the density of the material, and is calculated by dividing the mass by the volume.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
2.1 v-CFRP Manufacture
24 square Toray T300 unidirectional carbon fiber samples of 18 cm by 18 cm were excised from a standard 1m
by 1m roll. Of these 24 samples, 6 had the fiber direction 0⁰, 6 had the fiber direction 90⁰, 6 had the fiber direction 45⁰ and 6 had the fiber direction +45⁰. Figure 1 is given to reinforce this concept
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(b)
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FIGURE 1. Figure (a) documents fiber direction of 0⁰ to the top edge, (b) documents 90⁰, (c) documents -45⁰ and
(d) documents +45⁰

The manufacturing process was by hand layering as follows. First, a flat piece of metal was coated in a polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) mould release agent with the first square fiber mat of 0⁰ placed upon it. A degassed resin hardener
solution mixed to specification of 100:30 was poured over the sample. The second fiber mat of -45⁰ was then placed
up the 0⁰ sample, with baking paper placed over the -45⁰ sample. A 50mm bristled roller was then rolled over the
samples to ensure both compactness and an even spread of resin between the two fiber layers. Further resin was
poured on the -45⁰ sample with a similar process being carried out until the composite had 24 layers. At this stage, a
large heavier flat piece of metal, coated in release agent was placed onto the top layer. The structure was placed
inside a fume extractor hood and left in situ for 48 hours, with a heavier weight placed upon the top metal layer. The
resultant composite was 4mm thick. All materials were purchased from Easycomposite.co.uk noting that the resin
was EL2 epoxy with slow hardener
At this point the composite was hard and rigid and thus suitable for further mechanical treatment. From this
larger section of composite, two samples of approximately 36cm2 (6cm by 6cm) were machined using a Roland

EGX-600 CNC router. These samples are v-CFRP A and v-CFRP B. Note that due to an error occurring during
preparation, the 5th layer, which according to the sequence should have been set to 90⁰ was set to 0⁰ instead.

2.2 Pyrolysis Recycling Process
The pyrolysis process performed was in keeping with that reported in literature, [8–11,19,20] A standard
Carbolite oven was preheated for approximately 1 hour until the figure of 600⁰C was reached. The samples were
allowed to dwell for 45 minutes and then were removed and allowed to cool in ambient air.
The temperature was chosen in accordance with Meyer et al.[20] who documented that at 600 ⁰C epoxy
resin would have gone through a full pyrolysis process resulting in complete oxidation. Further, Meyer et al. [20]
also documented that the carbon fiber is general not affected by oxidation at 600⁰C – note these results document
only the epoxy resin and carbon fibers in isolation. The authors also identify that for pyrolysis of CFRP at 600⁰C,
oxidization of the carbon fibers will increase with increased dwelling times. Striking a balance to fully remove the
resin and leave the fibers largely intact, a time period of 45 minutes was selected, in accordance with results outlined
in [20].
The sections of v-CFRP placed inside the oven were not the 6cm by 6cm samples, instead smaller sections
of v-CFRP, excised from the larger original (18cm by 18 cm) v-CFRP were used instead.

2.3 Simulated Pyrolysis Recycling Process
To simulate the recycling process, smaller hand laid up samples of carbon fiber were heat treated under the same
conditions as previously outlined for the recycling of v-CFRP. Similar to the v-CFRP, the hand laid up structures
used in simulated pyrolysis were 36cm2 (6cm by 6cm) of similar fiber architecture.

2.4 Production of rf-CFRP
After the thermal process and the fibers returned to ambient temperature, the fibers were carefully placed onto a
metal plate (coated in PVA mould release agent), to ensure the architecture of the fiber mats originating from the
pyrolysis and simulated recycled process was maintained. However, with the thermal process degrading the
protective netting covering the fibers, the fiber layers were not able to be manipulated by hand. Therefore, unlike the
hand-layup process, the degassed 100:30 mixed resin hardener solution was poured evenly over the top layer of the
fiber mat before a second piece of metal was placed on top of the fibers with a weight being placed upon the metal
plate. The composite was left in situ again for 48 hours.
A variety of different composites were created at this point. Unlike the v-CFRP creation process, an output
of the rf-CFRP manufacturing process was that an oval shape of partially impregnated region in the centre of each
sample was recorded. Thus, available sections of fully cured and impregnated simulated rf-CFRP were manually
excised from around these oval regions. 8 rf-CFRP samples, referenced as A1 – D2, were used in this study. Table 1
outlines the fiber mats used for these rf-CFRP samples.
TABLE 1. Outlining the rf-samples and the types of fiber mat used to create them. A1 and A2 are created
using mats from true pyrolysis with B1-D2 using mats from simulated pyrolysis.

Recycling Process
A1
True Recycling
Simulated Recycling

A2
*

B1

B2

Samples
C1

C2

D1

D2

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

2.5 Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements
The velocity measurements were performed using an immersion based ultrasonic through transmission method
[2,3]. Figure 2 (a) and (b) identify the experimental arrangement used for this study.

(a)
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FIGURE 2. Figure (a) shows both the emitting and receiving transducers, immersed in a body of oil. Figure (b)
shows the mechanical rotation device, controlled mechanically from above, upon which the samples were placed. In
this research, the samples were not circular and were housed across the slots and not housed within the slots.

An ultrasonic signal was transmitted from transducer A and recorded by transducer B. The transducers frequency
was 2.25 MHz with a voltage of 10V peak-to-peak. The transducer separation distance was 289.55mm (sample
placed directly between both transducers) with the coupling medium being Perfluoropolyether oil –PFPE.
The longitudinal velocity was recorded by ensonifying the samples at a normal with respect to the emitting
transducer. To record the transverse wave velocity, the sample was rotated horizontally (from the transducer’s
perspective) and via mode conversion, a transverse wave was generated and propagated through the sample. To
understand the degree of isotropy which existed in the sample, the sample was continually rotated until after the
second critical angle (the shear critical angle) was apparent. For an isotropic sample, transverse velocity will remain
constant up until the critical angle is reached, at which point, the incident wave is totally reflected.
The velocity was recorded using a correlation method [21], and rearranging equations (1 – 3) allowed for
the elastic constants to be determined.

3.0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 v-CFRP
The reference wave velocity (no sample between transducers) was recorded as 662.8 m/s. The samples were
weighed using digital scales accurate to one decimal point, with the volume calculated geometrically. Table 2
provides density, weight, volume and % error for the v-CFRP samples.
TABLE 2 – Documenting the volume, weight and density values for v-CFRP samples A and B. The % error
between samples is also shown.

Data
Volume
Weight
Density

v-CFRP A
3

14.4 cm
19.0 g
1319.444 kg/m-3

v-CFRP B
3

14.4 cm
18.6 g
1291.667 kgm-3

% Error
0%
2.1%
2.1%

Initially, both samples were subjected to ultrasonic wave propagation at normal incidence, i.e. 0⁰. Both samples
at this point were then subsequently rotated to investigate critical angles. Investigating the first critical angle sample
A and sample B were rotated towards the theoretical predicted critical angle (calculated using the velocity at 0⁰) of
approximately 16⁰. At this point the critical angle was not easily observable owing to what was believed to be the
early emergence of a transverse wave alongside the decaying longitudinal wave. Moving past the 16⁰ degrees mark,
the output signal featured only a transverse element.
The second critical angle was able to be accurately observed and was found to be 32⁰ in both samples, with
the estimated critical angle based on velocity at maximum amplitude found to be 29.94⁰ and 30.01⁰ degrees
respectively. Investigating this further, from approximately 20⁰ - critical angle velocity, sample A and sample B
recorded a % difference in transverse wave velocity of approximately 10.7% and 17.6%. Thus, while quasi-isotropy

is assumed, the velocity decrease indicates that the samples are not perfectly quasi-isotropic – particularly as the
critical angle was approached. In terms of velocity change with increasing incident angle for the longitudinal waves,
the % difference figures were lower and were recorded as 6.57% and 3.5% for sample A and B respectively.
In terms of like for like wave velocity measurements, the % error for a longitudinal wave incident at 0⁰ in
samples A and B was approximately 2% which upon taking into account possible inaccuracy arising from
experimental error and fiber orientation errors in the hand lay-up process, is very reasonable. A similar measurement
was taken at values of maximum amplitude for the transverse waves and found to be even more closely related than
the longitudinal waves, with a value of around 0.2% being recorded.
Moving onto the elastic constants, equations 1-3 were used to determine C11 and C44, with small % error
being recorded between the samples. These results along with key data recorded for the v-CFRP samples are given
in table 3, with velocity profile and amplitude profile against incident angle for sample A given as figure 3.
TABLE 3. Data recorded for the v-CFRP samples. Small % errors were recorded between the samples, indicating a strong
degree of homogeneity in the larger samples used to create both A and B.

Data

Sample A

Sample B

Longitudinal wave speed
(m/s)
Transverse wave speed
(m/s)
First critical angle
(practical)
First critical angle
(theoretical)
Second critical angle
(practical)
Second critical angle
(theoretical)
C11
C44

2439

2382.3

% difference between
samples
2.35%

1327.7

1325

0.2%.

N/A

N/A

N/A

15.77⁰

16.15⁰

2.38%

32.0⁰

32.0⁰

0%

29.94⁰

30.01⁰

0.23%

7.85 GPa
2.32 GPa

7.33 GPa
2.26 GPa

6.85%
2.62%

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. Figure a) outlines the longitudinal and transverse wave propagation against incident angle for sample v-CFRP A.
Between 0 and 10 there was a 6.3% change in longitudinal velocity recorded, between angles of 20 and 30 there was a 6.6%
change in transverse velocity. The hollow point the wave recorded as the longitudinal decays and the transverse builds, the
velocity recorded (1413m/s) is more in keeping with the expected transverse velocity, giving rise to the belief that the wave was
more transverse than longitudinal. Figure b) documents the amplitude against incident angle showing a decaying longitudinal
wave with an emerging transverse wave, with a critical angle in keeping with prediction.

3.2 Rf-CFRP
Samples A1 – D2 were all subject to the same ultrasonic testing as outlined for the v-CFRP. In this instance, a
reference voltage was taken 5 times, once for each class of sample (i.e. once for A, once for B, etc.). The initial
reference velocity was recorded as 662.5 m/s and the subsequent reference velocities recorded stayed with 0.5% of
this value.
At 0⁰ incidence % errors of approximately 32%, 30%, 8%, 20% in longitudinal wave velocity was recorded
between samples A1 and A2, B1 and B2, C1 and C2, and D1 and D2 respectively. With such differences in velocity,
non-identical resin / CF content between the samples was inferred. Further, the % error in density between the
samples was recorded as 6.35%, 11.72%, 5.31% and 7.60% respectively.
Investigating the first critical angle, with regards to A1 and A2 (the samples created through true
recycling), the longitudinal waves was found to quickly attenuate around the 6⁰ incident mark, with the emergence
of a transverse wave recorded earlier than that for v-CFRP. For samples B1, B2, C1, C2 and D1, this phenomenon
was recorded at around 5⁰, while for sample D2 it was recorded at 8.5⁰. In all cases and similar to the v-CFRP
samples, the exact critical angle was difficult to conclusively observe. However, the transverse wave did start to
independently emerge in all cases between 10 - 15⁰, which for the large part is in keeping with theoretical
predictions using a longitudinal velocity figure at 0⁰ incidence (see table 4).
An exceptional case is noted for sample D1 and D2; owing to the relatively large longitudinal velocity
figures recorded when compared to samples A1, A2, B1, B2, and C1 and C2, the critical angle was forecast at a
lower value of around 5 degrees. Figure 4 a) and b) document the wave amplitude against incident angle for samples
A2 and B1

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. Figure a) and b) document the wave amplitude against incident angle for samples rf-CFRP A2 and B1. Close
agreement in terms of amplitude profile is found between the figures and with that recorded in figure 3 (b). Similar to figure 3,
note the hollow point. The wave profile in this region coincides with an emerging shear wave and decaying longitudinal wave.

Investigating now the second critical angle, the wave profile recorded for all samples differed from that recorded
with the v-CFRP. Rotating the rf-CFRP samples towards the second critical angle it was found that the wave
velocity steadily decreased as the critical angle was approached, more so than in the case for the v-CFRP. While the
% difference between the v-CFRP transverse velocity at 20⁰ and critical angle velocity was found to be 10.7% and
17.6% for samples v-CFRP A and B, for the rf-CFRP samples, the % difference varied between approximately 21 –
33%.
The second critical angle for all rf-CFRP samples was observed, with values ranging from approximately
29-32⁰. This critical angle is in keeping with the v-CFRP case, and suggests a fair degree of sample homogeneity in
terms of architecture between both the rf-CFRP samples themselves and between the rf-CFRP samples and the vCFRP samples. A velocity measurement was taken at maximum signal amplitude for all the samples, and to
highlight the decreasing velocity with increasing incident angle another velocity measurement was taken (if
applicable i.e. attenuation was not significant) between the maximum amplitude value and the critical angle. These

velocities are recorded in table 4. A full wave profile recorded for rf-CFRP samples A2 and B1, outlining the above
wave profile is given in figures 5 a) and b). Note that owing to correlation problems the wave velocity at 10⁰ was
not able to be recorded for B1.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5. Figure a) and b) show the wave velocity against incident angle for rf-CFRP samples A2 and B1. The longitudinal
velocity for A1 increases sharply by 11% then decays, noting again the hollow point. B1 longitudinal velocity remains
relatively constant. For both samples, the transverse velocity is decreasing with increasing incident angle, between 15 and 25
degrees there is a velocity change of 22% and 15% respectively, which is significant when compared with changes of wave
velocity of 6.6% in the case of v-CFRP A (figure 4).

It should be noted that with sample C1 an exception to the above was found. In this sample, a longitudinal wave
was found to decay with a transverse wave emerging and then quickly attenuating at around 13.5⁰. At this point, a
transverse wave emerges again and follows the same propagation pattern as the other samples.
It can also be noted from figures 5 a) and b) that the wave velocity at the critical angle is not recorded while
table 4 also outlines some velocity values that were not able to be recorded, for instance C1 and D2. The velocity
was unable to be recorded in these cases due to a combination of attenuation, sample size and transducer width.
Concerning the difficulty in recording the velocity at the critical angles, as the critical angle was approached the
sample width was less than transducer width and so the receiving transducer recorded not only the transverse wave
velocity but also the velocity at which the wave propagated through the coupling medium at either side of the
sample.
Normally this is not a problem, however, owing to the attenuation recorded within the samples, signal
correlation problems were evident. Highlighting the wave profile recorded when the oil and sample velocities are
merged together, figure 6 is presented.

FIGURE 6. Correlated image of transverse wave (incident at 26⁰) and reference wave for sample A1.
The first peak is the transverse wave, the second peak is the reference wave from the oil. If the
transverse wave amplitude attenuates below the reference wave, correlation problems start to occur.

With the critical angle able to be visually observed for every sample however, a theoretical prediction of the
transverse wave velocity at this angle was able to be made. These velocities, along with the relevant information for
each sample is again given in table 4. Note additionally, due to a non-constant wave velocity, equations 1-3 would
return inaccurate elastic constants and so these parameters were not determined for the rf-CFRP samples.
TABLE 4. Wave phenomenon recorded for the rf-CFRP samples. L: and T indicate longitudinal and transverse wave
respectively and N/A identifies that a measurement was not able to take place.

Data

A1

A2

%
diff

B1

B2

%
diff

C1

C2

%
diff

D1

D1

%
diff

L wave speed
(m/s)
Max-amp T
wave speed
(m/s) (incident
angle)
T wave speed
(m/s) between
(Max-amp)
transverse and
critical angle
(incident angle)
1st critical angle
(practical)
1st critical angle
(theoretical)
2nd critical angle
(theoretical)
2nd critical angle
(theoretical)
Critical angle
velocity
prediction

3073
.3
1679
.1
(21⁰)

4245

32.02

3189.
3
1736.
9
(21⁰)

7437.
2
1623
(24⁰)

6031.
2
N/A

20.88

0.72

3459.
2
N/A

8.12

0.67

4228.
6
1778.
3
(21⁰)

30.69

1667.
8
(23⁰)

3103.
9
1765.
5
(20⁰)

1495
.4
(26⁰)

1458.
2
(27⁰)

2.52

1633.
4
(23⁰)

N/A
(25⁰)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1454.
5
(27⁰)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

12.4
4⁰
30.5
9⁰
N/A

8.97⁰

32.41

12.3⁰

9.0⁰

30.98

5.09⁰

5.71⁰

11.48

3.63

30⁰

31.5⁰

4.88

11.96
⁰
30⁰

8.18

29.5⁰

11.02
⁰
28.7⁰

4.43

32⁰

31.5⁰

1.57

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1301
.9

1344.
4

3.21

1322.
6

1266

4.37

1376.
2

1321.
4

4.06

1246

1263.
54

1.39

N/A

N/A

4.0 DISCUSSION
Small % errors in wave velocity were found for both v-CFRP sample A and B, indicating a good degree of
homogeneity between the samples. Further, the wave profile recorded for the samples was largely independent of
incident angle and was indicative with that expected for an isotropic plane [14,17]. Thus, as verified via ultrasonic
wave propagation the lay-up presented in this work provides a reasonable approximation for in plane isotropy.
The wave profile recorded for the rf-samples differed from that recorded for the v-CFRP in that the wave
velocities were much more susceptible to incident angle. This was particularly true for transverse wave velocity,
which decreased as the incident angle was approached. All rf-samples recorded a relatively similar pattern of wave
propagation except from C1, this sample recorded two transverse waves, with one quickly attenuating at around
13.5⁰. In this case a larger deviation, when compared to the other samples, away from isotropic symmetry was
inferred with possible error arising from the rf-CFRP manufacturing process. Further, the degree of homogeneity
between the samples was inferred via wave velocity; higher % errors than what was recorded in the case of v-CFRP

for longitudinal waves at 0⁰ were found. Additionally, both the recycled and simulated recycled recorded the same
wave profiles, indicating that on a macroscopic level the materials behaved very similar in terms of wave
propagation. Table 5 provides a general comparison of findings between v-CFRP and rf-CFRP.
The focus of this work was to investigate if wave propagation for rf-CFRP differed in profile from that
recorded from v-CFRP, given similar fiber architecture. The close relationship found in terms of critical angles, and
wave profile suggests that both v-CFRP and rf-CFRP shared a good degree of similarity. Taking this into account
and acknowledging varying velocity and amplitude values observed for the rf-CFRP samples, which underwent
identical pyrolysis and manufacturing processes, we suggest that more severe changes in velocity with increasing
incident angle for the rf-CFRP were most likely caused by a non-ideal resin impregnation process and that given
identical resin fiber content for both v-CFRP and rf-CFRP a more closely related wave profile, in terms of velocity
will be returned. This is no way infers that similar sample properties will be recorded; it is overwhelming the case
that the elastic constants will differ for the rf-CFRP.
This hypothesis is limited to the composite under investigation in this research and has still to be verified
and expanded upon by developing a more robust resin impregnation process. Moving forward, to develop a wider
ranging and more fundamental understanding of wave propagation in rf-CFRP, when compared to similar v-CFRP,
further investigation into areas such as group velocity effects, different fiber architectures, different types of fibers,
different types of wave, residual resin, amplitude profile, attenuation profile, dwell times, fiber/resin adhesion
problems, accuracy of elastic constant determination, sample geometry, recycling methods, manufacturing methods
etc. is required.
TABLE 5. Comparison of experimental findings from application of ultrasound through transmission to v-CFRP and rf-CFRP

Data
Longitudinal wave speed
Transverse wave speed
Velocity variation between
samples
Amplitude variation between
samples
Amplitude profile
First critical angle
Second critical angle
Transverse critical angle
velocity prediction (average)

V-CFRP
rf-CFRP (A1-D2)
Remained largely constant
Mixed results
decrease with increasing incident
decrease with increasing incident
angle (% difference of 10-17)
angle (% difference of 21-33)
Very small changes for both
Large changes in longitudinal
longitudinal and transverse waves velocity but very small changes recorded
for transverse waves
Very small changes in wave
Mixed results with some cases of
amplitude
large change in wave amplitude
As expected from theory
Largely matched v-CFRP in every
case bar C1
Not observable
Not observable
32⁰
29-32⁰
1250 m/s
1305.18 m/s

5.0 CONCLUSION
A simple way to create relatively accurate quasi-isotropic CFRP was identified with the in-plane elastic
constants identified via ultrasonic wave velocity measurements. Further, v-CFRP was recycled, with the resulting
fibers used to manufacture rf-CFRP. The rf-CFRP samples recorded more anisotropy than the v-CFRP samples in
that wave velocity decreased more severely with incident angle. Owing to the varying velocity, the elastic constants
of the rf-CFRP were not able to be determined using the same equations as for the v-CFRP. The authors suggest that
a more closely related wave profile for v-CFRP and rf-CFRP will be produced for the architecture outlined in this
research, given similar resin fiber content. However, further investigation using a more robust resin impregnation
process is required to verify this claim. Additional research areas were also identified to develop to allow for a better
understanding of potential subtle differences recorded when investigating bulk wave propagation in rf-CFRP, when
compared to v-CFRP
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